ONEVIGOR Advertio®

Guaranteed Interoperability

Advertio is compatible with all industry-leading and industry-compliant equipment. Designed to integrate into many workflows and environments, Advertio is interoperable with most traffic systems and encoders. If your operations prefer to use your existing splicers with Advertio, virtually all splicers on the market will work.

Examples of Compatible Equipment

Splicers
- Selenio/RGB BNP
- Harmonic Prostream 1000/2000/9000
- Scopus IVG-7500+
- Arris/Motorola CAP-1000
- Arris/Motorola/Terayon DM-6400
- Cisco/Scientific Atlanta DCM
- Splicers that support SCTE30 communication

Traffic Systems
- Imagine NOVAR - CCMS
- WideOrbit - CCMS
- Ritel Systems - CCMS
- CCMS Compliant
- SMPTE 2021 (BXF)

To learn more about OneVigor and our ad insertion services, visit [https://onevigor.tv/adinsertion/](https://onevigor.tv/adinsertion/)

If you don’t see your equipment on the list, give us a call to discuss how Advertio can best fit into your workflows.
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